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Nissan corporate puts you on ignore. Dont get suckered into this vehicle Have spent over a
month in a rental car since buying this new. Then you call them back, and you have to wait
another 3 days. My service writer at Nissan admits they are having a ton of problems with the
CVT transmission, and that these O2 sensors should last at least , miles, but im still stuck
paying for them. Dealer service writer can not get a hold of or get a call back from regional
warranty rep either. Sad, because we have been loyal Nissan customers 7 vehicles in a row
Nissan is pulling a quick one on everybody by saying the problem you're having is your
transmission. Think about it people, with the car shutting off you have to remember
transmission will not affect your car starting the problem is the alternator. CVT transmissions
are extremely sensitive to the electrical current it gets and the alternators are faulty causing the
car to rumble and shudder now Nissan would rather tell you it's the transmission because it
only has a 36, mile warranty and the alternator has , or whatever it has don't know the exact
mileage but much more than the transmission tell them to replace your alternator and it will fix
the problem I had the same problem with mine. Put in new alternator and its driven like a dream
ever since. Because mine started acting up right after the 36, mile transmission warranty and
they said I had to replace the transmission luckily I bought my car through Carmax who has an
excellent warranty and they took the car I told him what I thought about the alternator they
looked into and presto so I drop my car at Carmax the mechanic there drove it to a Nissan
dealership told him to put a new alternator in doing great ever since don't let Nissan tell you it's
not the alternator they just simply want to say it's the transmission because chances are most
of you are outside the 36, mile warranty and what they'll do is put a new transmission in and it
will run better for a little bit but that alternator will chew the transmission apart again this is my
third post about this I posted every few days to keep her on the top of the review list hoping to
help people good luck guys. And I have a friend who works for Nissan so I was able to confirm
this that it is the alternator and some of the technicians purposely keep their mouth closed
because they want to get paid for doing the work on the transmission a lot of the dealerships
don't pay by the hour they paid by the job so the technicians are the ones [non-permissible
content removed] us along with Nissan. I bought mine in October used at a Nissan dealer with
11, miles. I test drove it and it seemed fine. After driving the car a month I noticed the rumbling
at slow speeds. Took it back to the dealer and they replaced the alternator at no charge to me.
Rumbling sound gone and car was performing so much better. Fast forward to June of the next
year I start using the AC and I started having a few intermittent incidents where the AC
compressor does not come on. I was still learning the car and thought maybe I didn't have the
controls set properly. In August it quit altogether. I took it back to the dealer and they replaced
the AC compressor, again no charge. The original faulty alternator had destroyed the internal
workings of the compressor and it failed at 15, miles. Now with a new alternator and new ac
compressor the car is as it should be and I love it. It has the most comfortable front seats with
fantastic lumbar support. It handles well, gets great gas mileage, is roomy, easy to get in and
out of, including the back seat as the roof doesn't slope so much as other models in this range.
It has many safety features found only in high end cars. The CVT gives the car a smooth quiet
ride. Nissan knows and the dealerships know it's the alternator and a good dealer will replace it
and the components it damaged without charge for their customers. My dealer told me that
Nissan paid for the replaced parts and labor I am a low mileage driver. Car is performing well.
There have been no new issues at all. Update - 32, miles no issues. Car performing as it should.
After my retirement, I drove for a local Nissan dealership, as a dealer trade driver. I was very
impressed with the Altima, so I purchased a new Altima. This was a big mistake! Mistakely, I
assumed that the engine and transmission would perform the same or even better than the How
wrong I was! I love the car and everything it offers, but this rumbling noise from about 20mph
onward is driving me nuts. I must trun up the radio to drown out the noise. I drove the Altimas
for thousand of miles while doing my job, with complete satisfaction in the vehicle. Please don't
make the mistake as I, and purchase this vehicle. I hope someone comes out with a class action
suit. I bought this car a year after it came out luckily I bought through Carmax because once I
started having the problem and called Nissan they basically gave me the runaround but Carmax
is dealing with the problem superbly now for everyone having the shuttering problem like I am
having it seems to be the transmission but the CVT transmissions are very sensitive to The
electrical current that they receive and the alternators on these are faulty Nevada how many
transmissions they throw in it if they don't change your alternator you're going to continue
having the problem over and over again so anybody researching this get the alternator fixed
before it destroys your transmission I had the alternator and belt tensioner replaced and
problem was gone the shuttering that everybody has. I just don't get how so many Nissan
dealerships would rather keep throwing in transmissions and not realize it's the alternator I'm
hoping this review helps at least one person out there because I am almost willing to guarantee
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